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Oppy Wood, Evening 1917. John Nash painted this scene north of Arras in 1918
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Message from the Chairman
Greeting to Pacific Coast Branch (PCB) members old
and new. And welcome to another fine issue of the
Listening Post thanks to editor Robert Forbes.
With a surge of new registrations leading up to our
March 2017 annual seminar, our membership has
reached the 100 level (up from the long-standing 70).
This sign of our growing popularity has its up and
down sides. The up-side is the level of interest people
have in the history and relevance of the Great War.
The down-side is that we now have to impose a cut-off
number for the annual seminar and dinner.
From the evaluation forms and other feedback, our
March 2017 seminar was a huge success. Thanks to all
the speakers, organizers, members Piper Len Campbell, Jane Aspen (for leading the sing-along) and Susan
Neeson (for managing the silent auction which took in
over $1,000). And, of course, thanks to all the participants whose enthusiasm and camaraderie make the
event memorable.
Planning for the 2018 seminar is underway and the
topic/speaker suggestion box is overflowing. Thanks to
Steve Suddaby reaching out to his contacts, we have
quite a long list of suggested topics and speakers related to the US involvement in the Great War.
A major PCB-related outreach activity was our recent
involvement in the 9 April 2017 VIMY100 at the Bay
Street Armoury (BSA) open house and commemorative
event. I led the organizing committee in the PCB’s
name and Alan MacLeod’s report later in this issue illustrates the popularity of the event and the enthusiastic interaction Alan, Yvonne Van Ruskenveld and
Chandar Sundaram had with visitors to our branch display and conversation table. Our members were also
involved in the displays of many of the close to 40 participating organizations.
The VIMY100 at the BSA event posed an interesting
challenge. How do we provide information on our
branch and the collected Great War knowledge our
members hold, without luring too many applications
for new membership? The engaging conversation of
our branch hosts seemed to have kept people sufficiently enthralled that only a few have put their minds
to joining.
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2017 marks a pivotal period in the centenary of
the Great War. The 100th anniversary of the costly
Canadian successes at Vimy Ridge, Hill 70 and
Passchendaele and the declaration of war by the
USA and its mobilization will be of particular interest to PCB members. Please share your research,
information and reflections on this period with
editor Rob to help us all remember, honour and
learn.
All the best., John

Western Front Association
Pacific Coast Branch
The Pacific Coast Branch of The Western Front Association was founded in 1999 and has members from the
Provinces of British Columbia, Alberta and Saskatchewan; and the States of Washington, Oregon, California,
Virginia and Georgia. The worldwide membership in
the Western Front Association is over 6,500 in 60 separate Branches in Europe, North America, Australia and
New Zealand.
The WFA is non-political and does not seek to glorify
war. Its principal objective is to perpetuate the
memory, courage and comradeship of the people on
all sides who served their countries during the Great
War in and over France and Belgium, on other fronts,
at sea and in their own countries.
Another important objective is to inform and educate
the public on the continuing relevance the Great War
has on the modern world.
Chairman:
Vice Chairman:
Secretary:
Treasurer:
Editor
Registrar:

John Azar, Victoria, BC
Gavin Cooper, Lantzville, BC
Alan MacLeod, Victoria, BC
Blair Matheson, Victoria, BC
Robert Forbes, Victoria, BC
Chandar Sundaram, Victoria, BC

The Listening Post
This newsletter is produced by the Western Front Association, Pacific Coast Branch. Membership in the
WFA-PBC is $30.00 annually and includes subscription to the Listening
Post. Submission of pictures and articles can be sent via email to
editor@wfapacificcoast.org .
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The Annual Seminar and Conference
In early March, a sell out crowd gathered at the Bay Street Armouries for our annual Seminar and Conference. Members and speakers from both sides of the border came out and, in addition to a lot of good information and wonderful presentations, friendships were made and renewed and the great camaraderie that is
the hallmark of all these events was in full bloom.

The gathering in the Officer’s Mess. A full house for the Pacific Coast Branch’s annual seminar and conference..

Chairman John Azar gets things started

Ken MacLeod: Vimy Revisited
The Bay Street Armouries

Peter Broznitsky: Hill 70
Susan Raby-Dunne: The Real McCrae
Yvonne Van Ruskenveld:
Animals in the Great War
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The guest speakers from the 5th (BC) Field Regiment, RCA

The Silent Auction, always a big hit

Honorary Colonel Dale Murray (above)
Commanding Officer LCol Brendon LeBlanc (below)

Sidney Allinson and Sal Compagno at dinner

Gavin Cooper, Yvonne Van Ruskenveld and Jacqueline Patten
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A fine evening of food and fellowship was finished off with a sing—a-long and , of course, the Piper

Linda Quiney: Bedside Warriors

Bill Schaub: Churchill and the Great War

Scott Usborne: The Great Calvary Debate

Claudia Berry: My Remarkable Grandmother
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The 100th Anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge
by Ken MacLeod, WFA-PBC
An estimated 20,000 people will attend the 100th Anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge on April 9, 2017
near Arras, France-, my ninth visit to the Canadian monument at Vimy and the twenty–ninth military pilgrimage with Special Travel International.
The Battle of Vimy Ridge, April 9–12,
1917 is Canada’s most famous Greet
War military victory. For the first
time in the war, all four Canadian
divisions of the Canadian Expeditionary Force, commanded by Lt–Gen Sir
Julian Byng, would fight together.
The monument, designed by Toronto
architect Walter Allward, is situated
at Hill 145 on Vimy Ridge, the highest
point of the Ridge.
Vimy Ridge was the anchor of the
German northern lines. The French
had failed to capture the Ridge in the
spring and fall of 1915, suffering
140,000 casualties, including 40,000
fatalities, most of which are buried in
the nearby Notre Dame de Lourette
King Edward VII unveiling the Canadian National Memorial at Vimy Ridge, July 1936
French Military Cemetery. The British
relieved the French in March, 1916,
continuing the tunnelling war where British and German engineers (sappers) continued to carve tunnels and
dugouts in the limestone or chalk ridge and detonate large mines under each other’s lines.
After the Battle of the Somme, the Canadians began arriving at Vimy. Canadians describe their new location
as a dirty, muddy place with endless numbers of rats and constant enemy fire. The Canadians were assigned
to take the Ridge as part of the larger British Battle of the Scarpe, a diversion of the larger General Robert
Nivelle’s French campaign to breakthrough the German lines in the Champagne Region of France.
Approximately 100,000 Canadians took part in the Battle of Vimy Ridge, about 25,000 of them in the infantry.
An equal number of Brits were also involved in the battle with most of these engineers, gunners, members of
the Royal Flying Corps, and only one brigade of infantry.
The Canadians would attack on a four-mile front up the gradual western slope, then descend the more abrupt eastern slope to the final line. The success of the battle was largely the result of the detailed, thorough
planning, training and the artillery, almost 1,000 guns in total. The introduction of the new high explosive No.
106 fuse was also very effective in breaking the German wire.
On March 20, the British and Canadians launched a three week preliminary bombardment, the first two with
half the guns and the last week with all the guns that resulted in the destruction of 83% of the German gun
batteries and defensive strongholds. The Germans referred to the last week of the bombardment as “the
week of suffering.” The continual barrage prevented the Germans from supplying rations and reinforcements
to their lines.
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Major–General Arthur Currie, GOC 1st Canadian Division, had a lot to do with the success of
the battle, having visited the Verdun battlefield and making recommendations for the upcoming Battle of Vimy Ridge such as the use of
the creeping barrage to surprise the enemy
and platoon tactics in battle, as opposed to a
set–piece attack and attacking in waves, as
was the case at the opening of the Battle of
the Somme. Lt–Col Andy McNaughton, in
charge of counter–battery work, introduced
many innovations. Using air balloons, aeroplanes, patrols, raids, sound–ranging devices,
and information from captured Germans to
identify the German gun batteries, the British,
Canadian, and Indian guns were able to destroy 83 percent of the 212 German guns by
the start of the attack. Despite inferior planes
and guns, the Royal Flying Corps maintained
dominance of the skies, losing 131 planes between April 4 and 8, several to Baron von
Richthofen’s Flying Circus.
The battle opened at 5:30 am on April 9 with a
terrific barrage, a real show of fireworks that
was heard in England. 15,000 Canadians went
over the top, advancing behind a creeping barrage of the 18–pounder field guns lined up almost wheel-to-wheel along the four mile
front, that included the sweeping fire of 150
Vickers machine-guns 400 yards in front of the
advance. The barrage would lift 100 yards eveThe Assault on Vimy Ridge, 9–12 April, 1917 from John Swettenham, To Seize the
ry 3 minutes, keeping the Germans underVictory: the Canadian Corps in World War I, Toronto, Ryerson Press, 1965, p 154.
ground until the Canadians were right on top
of them. The attack worked like clockwork
with the 1st , 2nd, and 3rd Divisions reaching the German front lines, code–named the Black Line, by 6:15, and
following a pause to allow for delays to reach the Red Line by 7:00 am. The fire was so intense that most Germans were kept underground in their dugouts, not knowing that the attack had started. Many of these dugouts were cleared by mopping–up units, using Mills bombs (grenades).
The Red Line marked the limit of the advance for the 3rd and 4th Divisions. The 1st and 2nd Divisions had to advance much further, so they had two further lines to capture, codenamed the Blue and the Brown Line. Eight
tanks were used to support the 2nd Division attack against Thelus, but bogged down in the mud near the start
of the battle.
The attack went like clockwork. Only at the heavily–defended Hill 145 where the commander of the 87th
Battalion requested that the gunners spare a 100 yard section of trench to be used by the Canadians as a
headquarters trench, did the attack not go well. The 4th, faced with literally wading through mud and avoid7
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ing the large number of water-filled
shell holes, lost the barrage from the
get–go and were mowed down by
German machine–guns. The 102nd
(Northern BC) Battalion, with many
young men from the Comox Valley,
advancing on the right flank of the 4th
Division, fared better than the other
4th Division battalions.
The capture of Hill 145 wasn’t finalized until the afternoon of April 10.
The final objective, the Pimple, a
height of land north of Hill 145, was
taken in a blinding snowstorm on the

morning of April 12, thus completing the battle.
The capture of Vimy Ridge allowed the British and Canadians to capture this once–impregnable high ground
and to retain it for the rest of the war. It proved to be of limited tactical use. However, the Canadian victory
was an Allied morale booster and changed the nature of warfare in World War I. The victory came at a dark
time in the war for the Allies following the heavy losses at the Battle of the Somme in 1916. It was the first
major Allied offensive victory of the war. It came at a time when many geo-political events were raising the
stakes. Following the failure of Nivelle’s southern offensive, there were widespread mutinies of French soldiers. On the positive side, the United States entered the war on April 6, three days before the Canadians
went over the top. It would be a year before the first American troops reached France.

The Canadians suffered 10,000 casualties at Vimy Ridge, 3,598 of these fatal. Many men died of exposure,
lying in the cold, wet, and snow before stretcher–bearers could reach them. As a result of the Canadian success Lieutenant–General Sir Arthur Currie was knighted by King George V and was chosen to succeed General Byng as the first Canadian commander of the Canadian Expeditionary Force.
The Canadians received accolades from throughout the free western world. One Canadian soldier recalled:
Nothing could stop us, and when I went back, there was a great crowd of people when I came in. All of sudden one of the citizens said, “The Canadians have taken Vimy; nobody did it before!” And what a cheer went
up; they threw chocolate bars; they threw flowers. We achieved something that had not been done before. I
myself think that is where Canada was born!
Another Canadian soldier stated: We had convinced ourselves that we were the finest troops on the Western
Front. In that glorious day they had that confidence, and I don’t suppose they ever lost it

The words of George Alliston of the 1st Canadian Division pay tribute to the Fallen: I’m telling you we lost a
few of the best boys a mother could have–all of them A–1 kids–all in a few days. The flower of the land, you
might say. Just a big loss to us.
There have been several official pilgrimages to Vimy Ridge over the years, the first of these in July 1936 for
the unveiling of the monument. The monument was redone at the cost of $75 million for the 90 th Anniversary of the battle in April 2007 with Queen Elizabeth II in attendance.
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German POWs in Japan
Excerpted from an article by Darwin Andrei Hall
For many today, the notion of “Japan” and “POW camps” immediately conjures up images of brutality, appaling conditions and war crimes commonly associated with the Japanese military’s treatment of prisoners in
the Second World War. Yet, few are aware that such treatment was virtually unheard of roughly thirty years
earlier when Japan was an ally against German, and an entirely different attitude was held by the Japanese
military and government regarding foreign combatants.
This attitude was one of respect and held a high priority for humane treatment on a level that seems unimaginable in light of the Second World War experience.

Members of a German POW orchestra pose at the Marugame camp in Kagawa
Prefecture in the mid-1910s

Japan formally entered the war against the
Central Powers on August 23, 1914. In quick
succession, Japan seized German outposts
across the Pacific. The German colony at Tsingtao, China was the largest German military
base in Asia and its capture in 1914 represented Japan’s most significant military achievement of the war. It was from the surrender of
Tsingtao that most Germans began their experience as prisoners of the Japanese. The first
prisoner of war camp in Japan was created at
Kurume in October of 1914. In total, 4697 German prisoners would be held in camps across
Japan.

Initially, German POW camps in Japan were sited in vacant halls and on the grounds of temples. However,
the increasing number of prisoners, especially after the capture of Tsingtao, and the realization that the war
would not be over by Christmas, caused the Japanese authorities to decide to create specially-built camps for
the German prisoners, Sixteen different camps were created across Japan, later condenses into six large
camps. These latter included Kurume, Bando, Nijima, Narashino, Aonahara and Nahoya. The camps would
remain in operation until the final German POWs were repatriated in 1920.
Life in captivity in Japan was one of, if not the, best experiences as a POW for in any combatant nation of the
First World War. German POWs were allowed to hold paying jobs in businesses outside of the camps, socialize with locals and enjoy short-excursion trips. Japanese military camp commanders were often considerate
of the wishes of German prisoners, and requests for articles of entertainment or personal enrichment were
rarely rejected. The commander of the largest camp at Bando, Toyahisa Matsue, was particularly noted for
his kind treatment of prisoners, allowing those under his charge to build a brewery and to leave unsupervised during daylight hors. In appreciate the prisoners formed an orchestra that performed Beethoven’s
Ninth Symphony for the first time in its entirety in Japan to local crowds. The mutual respect and rapport
between the POWs and the Japanese was such that sixty-three prisoners from the Bando camp alone decided to remain in Japan after the war rather than be repatriated.
Nevertheless, despite their humane treatment, the effects of battle and the general health conditions of the
time resulted in he deaths of eighty-five prisoners during the period between 1914 and 1920.
This story was the inspiration for the 2006 Japanese film Baruto no gakunen (Ode to Joy).
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VIMY 100 .. A BANNER EVENT FOR BRANCH MEMBERS
Alan MacLeod, WFA-PBC
Looking ahead to the April 9 Vimy 100 commemorations at the Bay Street Armoury, three Pacific Branch
members agreed to man the Branch table at the event. It turned out that a shift of a mere hour-and-a-half
was not nearly enough for Yvonne van Ruskenveld, Chandar Sundaram and myself. All three of us spent virtually the entire day at the Armoury – and none of it out of a sense of duty. All three of us were having too
much fun to miss out on even a quarter hour non-stop highlights.
Thirty-nine organizations participated, hundreds of people attended. Branch chair John Azar was master-ofceremonies and saw to it that the event proceeded as smoothly as a British railway. Music and conversation
abounded and so did edification.
The traffic to the Branch table was brisk: almost never did any of us have to stand around twiddling our
thumbs. Sometimes all three attendants were locked in conversation with visitors to the table. The best part
of the event from my view – and I know I was not alone – was the opportunity to talk with people about long
-lost relatives who went to war and never returned and,
even better, about beloved grandfathers and greatuncles who went to war and did come home.
Austin Bertrum Burns, a young farmer from Fleming,
Saskatchewan, was 18 when he enlisted in the 195th
Battalion at Regina in March of 1916. Soldier Burns survived, came back to the Prairies, raised a family. He may
have been ‘Austin Bertrum’ in the official record of the
Canadian army but to everyone – friends and family
both who knew him – ex-soldier Burns was ‘Happy’. His
war experiences – even when they included removing
the shattered bodies of comrades from the battlefield –
did not sour ‘Hap’ Burns on life. Having survived the
horrors of the Western Front Hap decided he would
spend the rest of his days looking on the bright side of
life. I had a long conversation with Hap’s granddaughter, Donna, which was a joy from start to finish. Hap
lived a good long life, a life rich with love and affection from everyone he encountered. It was clear from the
deep well of his granddaughter’s regard for him that Hap had lived well.
Another visitor to the PCB table was a lady whose young father flew Sopwith Camels in the Royal Naval Air
Squadron and the RAF. She told Chandar that her father had flown Camels from the deck of an aircraft carrier. Who knew there were aircraft carriers in the Great War? Chandar did. One of the books he brought to
display, a book about the Indian Corps in the war included an image of HMS Furious, complete with Camels
on its flight deck. It was hard to say who was more thrilled at the conversation that ensued, Chandar or the
Camel pilot’s daughter.
People showed us photographs, documents and relics of their relatives’ war. One woman let us see a Canadian Legion souvenir pin from the 1936 dedication of the Vimy monument. It was given to her grandparents at
the Vimy dedication, a cherished artifact to a mother and father who lost a son in the war. The son, John
Mills Glover, was killed at Arras in September 1917. He was 18.
Conversations like these occurred all day. Remembering, Honouring, Learning: there was plenty of all three
for those of us lucky enough to be in charge of the Branch table at Vimy 100.
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The Canadian Scottish Regiment (Princess Mary’s) exercised the
Freedom of the City of Victoria during the Vimy 100 Weekend

John Azar is interviewed for television during the Bay Street Armouries
Vimy 100 Event

Youth get schooled in the finer points of trench warfare tactics
by re-creators during the Vimy 100 events at Fort Rodd Hill

The 5th (BC) Field Regiment, RCA performed a 100 gun salute at Fort Rodd
Hill to the delight of several hundred soggy onlookers.

The moment of truth: Charge! Over The Top!

Visitors to the PBC table during Vimy 100 at the Armoury
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Air Defence, Austrian Style
Ten Mauser C96 pistols are hooked up to fire in unison. At close range, the observer could rapidly fire volleys
of bullets, almost like an airborne shotgun. Reloading this mechanism in flight, however, must have been excruciatingly difficult.
he Austro-Hungarian aircraft gunner in the picture is seen using a Mauser C96 pistol combination, probably
just for demonstration. Each pistol held a clip of ten bullets and the device attached to them fired them in
unison, giving the gunner the ability to rapidly fire 100 rounds in volleys of 10. Two bars passed through the
five upper and five lower trigger guards and were attached to the single aiming grip that can be seen in his
hand. It had a trigger at the end which was pulled to fire all ten pistoles at the same time. Given the close arrangement of the pistols, if the gunfire did hit the enemy aircraft, it would have been like using a shotgun.
With the light frame and canvas structures of early war aircraft that might have been enough to bring it done.
But one has to wonder how long it would take, and how difficult it would be, to reload and re-mount all ten
pistols while maneuvering and trying to avoid nearby enemy aircraft.
The C96 was introduced in 1896 and was
immediately popular, being sold to governments, commercially to civilians and
individual military officers within the first
year of production. As a military
sidearm, the pistols saw service in various colonial wars, as well as World War
I, The Easter Rising, the Estonian War of
Independence, the Spanish Civil War, the
Chinese Civil War and World War II. The
C96 also became a staple of Bolshevik
Commissars and various warlords and
gang leaders in the Russian Civil War,
known simply as “the Mauser”.
With its long barrel and high-velocity
cartridge, the Mauser C96 had superior
range and better penetration than most
other pistols of its era. The 7.63×25mm
Mauser cartridge was the highest velocity commercially manufactured pistol cartridge until the advent of the .357 Magnum cartridge in 1935. A distinctive characteristic of the C96 was its wooden
shoulder stock which can double as a
holster or carrying case and a grip shaped
like the handle of a broom.

Austro-Hungarian aircraft gunner with an arranged anti-aircraft gun made out
from Mausers C-96, 1917
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Canadians Purchaser Women’s
Garments for an Enterprise in
the snow.
New York Times
Feb 13. 1917
For comedy there is an episode of Canadian
history only a few days old which began when
a sprightly young officer startled a respectable
old lady behind the counter of a milliner’s
shop in a French village by demanding 100
ladies' nighties (chemises de nuit, he called
them) of the largest size. The village heard
the story of the shopping expedition, listened
to the old lady's shrill cackle of laughter, and
wondered what joke was on among the Canadian troops. It was ne of those jokes which
belong to the humors of this war mixed with
blood and death.
Up in the Canadian trenches there were
shouts of laughter as over there khaki a hundred brawny young Canadians put on nightdresses. They had been tied up with blue ribbon. The old moon never looked down upon a
stranger scene than these white-robed soldiers who went out grinning into No Man’s
Land with rifles and bombs. Some of the
nightdresses, so clean and dainty when they
had come out of the milliner’s shop, were
stained red before the end of the adventure,
and the Germans in their dugouts caught a
glimpse of these fantastic figures before death
came quickly or a shout of surrender,
The Pierrots went back with some prisoners in
the moonlight and the Canadian staff officers
chuckled with laughter along the telephone
wires when the tale was told.

“The Silent Watcher” British Blockade
The British fleet takes the symbolic form of a bulldog in
this map from North Sea (ca. 1914-1915).
The British propaganda postcard above shows the ships
of the British fleet in the form of a touch and wary
British bulldog. The dog’s eyes are fixed on the German
port of Kiel, a major naval base during the war.
From Barron Maps, Sevenoaks, Kent
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Book review:
The Last Flight of the L31:The True Story of the Potters Bar Zeppelin
The Last Flight of the L32:The True Story of the Billericay Zeppelin
Steve Suddaby, WFA-PBC
Both by R.L. Rimell published by Albatros Productions, Ltd.,
Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire, UK, as part of the Windsock Datafile
Special series, copyright 2016. The website is
www.windsockdatafilespecials.co.uk, cost £10 (UK) each.
Ray Rimell’s two newest books on Zeppelins, The Last Flight of the
L31 and The Last Flight of the L32, include an astounding wealth of
new information and photographs. This is no minor achievement
since this topic has been covered by hundreds of articles and
books over the last century. These two Zeppelins were shot down
a week apart over England in 1916 and ended the lives of two of
the Germany Navy’s most capable airship commanders, Kapitänleutnant Heinrich Mathy and Oberleutnant zur See Werner
Petersen.
The two slim monographs (24 pages each) follow similar formats
with discussions of the careers of Mathy and Peteren, the missions
of Zeppelins L31 and L32, their demise in September and October
1916, the British pilots who brought down the airships, the sites
where they fell, and what happened to the remains of the Zeppelin crews immediately
afterward and in the decades to follow. Both books are profusely
illustrated with photographs (many new to this reviewer), color
and B&W artwork and aircraft sketches, as well as WWI-era postcards that present a cultural view of how British and German civilians perceived the Zeppelin raids. Ray Rimell’s work is carefully
footnoted and the appendices include sources and suggestions
for further reading and places to visit in England that preserve the
histories of the L31 and L32.
Rimell has been writing on the Zeppelin raids since at least 1984.
His encyclopedic knowledge, coupled with his concise writing
style and expert use of graphics, has produced two exceptional
books that will appeal to those new to the topic as well as those
who have studied it for years.
Steve Suddaby is past president of the World War One Historical
Association.
In the 1990s he interviewed survivors of Zeppelin attacks and
walked the paths of two of Heinrich Mathy’s raids.
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Fly Past over Vimy 100
1936

2017

At the opening of the Vimy Memorial in 1936, a flight of biplanes executed a flypast over the crowd.
A similar flypast of biplanes was executed over the Vimy 100 celebrations in France.
Using replica aircraft., as seen below in
the cargo hold of a Royal Canadian Air
Force C17 Globemaster, pilots will fly over
France and then upon return to Canada,
will embark on a trans-continental trek
across the country, arriving in Ottawa on
July 1 for the Canada 150 celebrations.
This venture will also result in three films.
The first, “Drawn to Victory” will be about
the use of aviation in creating battlefield
maps. The second , “Wings of Courage”
will look at early Canadian aviation. The
third film “Flight Path of Heroes” will follow the cross-country flight, ending in
Langley, BC in October.
Vimy Flight is led by Allan Snowie, from
Bellingham, Washington who made a
presentation to the WFA-PBC seminar a
few years ago.
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Милунка Савић
Considering that she's the single most-decorated female soldier in world military history, a grizzled sevenyear veteran of three wars fought across two continents, a two-time recipient of her country's highest award
for military bravery, and a poor farm girl who single-handedly captured at least 20 enemy combatants and
two enemy trenches during her career, there's not a whole lot of digital ink on the Internet dedicated to Sergeant Milunka Savić (that’s her name above in Serbian)
In 1912, when she was aged 24, Savić’s brother was
called up to serve in the Balkan Wars against Bulgaria.
Accounts vary as to whether she impersonated her
brother or simply accompanied him, but it is certain that
she joined the Serbian army having disguised herself as
a man. She saw combat within weeks and was awarded
with a medal and a promotion for taking part in repeated assaults during the nine-day Battle of Bregalnica.
During the tenth assault she was wounded by a Bulgarian grenade and while being treated in hospital her gender was revealed. Unwilling to punish her given her valour on the battlefield, Savić's commanding officer
offered her a transfer to a nursing division. Standing at
attention Savić insisted she would only serve her country as a combatant. When the officer told her he would
give her his answer the next day Savić simply responded
“I will wait” and remained standing at attention in front
of him. He relented after just an hour and allowed her to
return to the infantry.
Just a year after the end of the Balkan Wars Europe was
torn apart by World War I and Savić continued to serve
her country. Following the Battle of Kolubara in the early
days of the war, she was awarded the Karađorđe Star
with Swords medal, the highest award available. She received the medal a second time in 1916 after she single-handedly captured 23 Bulgarian soldiers at the Battle of Crna Bend. The war progressed poorly for Serbia,
and Savić found herself fighting for the French as the retreating Serbian army was reformed under their control at Corfu. By the end of the war she had received medals from France, Russia and Britain for her bravery.
She was awarded the French Légion d’Honneur (Legion of Honour) twice, Russian Cross of St. George, British
medal of the Most Distinguished Order of St Michael, Serbian Miloš Obilić medal. She was the sole female
recipient of the French Croix de Guerre 1914–1918 with the gold palm attribute for service in World War I.
After the war Savić turned down a military pension in France to return to Serbia where she raised her daughter and a number of foster children on her own. Largely forgotten by the public, she made a living by working
as a cleaning lady. During the German occupation of Serbia in World War II she was imprisoned in the Banjica
concentration camp. Accounts vary as to whether this was because she refused to attend a banquet with
German officers or because she was operating a hospital to treat wounded partisans. She was ultimately
spared execution and released by a German officer who recognised her as a war hero.
Savić died of a stroke in 1973, aged 84. She was buried with full military honours and a street in Belgrade is
named after her.
16
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The Legacy of the Boxcar
Excerpted from an article by Alexis Muller
It was about the start of the Second Empire in France (1852) that the first boxcars designed to transport
cattle were manufactured in France. Officially named “wagon de type J” (J type boxcar() at their French
birth, they were very simple covered wagons with shutters. One of the most prominent railroad companies
at the time was the Paris-Lyon-Mediterranee (PLM) and its activity required a lot of these boxcars.
True to its name, the PLM linked the industrious French capital to the Mediterranean
Sea in the south via Lyon in the Rhone valley. Then came 1879 and the FrancoPrussian war. For the first time, vast
amounts of troops were transported to
save France. Both the PLM network and
PLM rolling-stock were quickly put to good
use but in the end, France lost to Prussia.
While reviewing its military methods, the
Third Republic of France decided in 1874 to
use a decree stating that all the French railroad companies were to paint a sign identifying the potential military ;pad pm all the
covered wagons deemed suitable for military transportation. Not surprisingly, we discovered information suggesting that the PLM modified some of
its existing J types to accommodate military needs soon after that. Rings were installed in the boxcars’ ceilings to tether the horses; eight sets of benches, which could be taken down easily, were added to accommodate soldiers, storage compartments for equipment and rifles were added at each end; and freshly painted
signs appeared on the outsie of the boxcars: “Hommes 40, Chevaux (En long) 8” or in English “Men 40, Horses (lengthwise) 8.”
As a result when World War I started, the French railway companies were very prepared. French soldiers
were quite accustomed to the boxcars by 1917 when their American brothers in arms first experienced the
crudity of this mode of transportation. What a culture shock for the newly arrived doughboys.
Those who had been transported across the United States in nice American Pullman cars now had to content
themselves with these uncomfortable 40&8s. Still, quite a strong emotional connection was to be developed. The boxcars might have been shabby but they were probably more comfortable than the trenches.
And after all, when the war ended, what delivered the doughboys back to the French ports where boats
were ready to take the soldiers home? None other than these wooden crates on wheels!
Before the American Expeditionary Forces returned home something else happened in France. Freshly baptized by the fires of the Great War, US soldiers united on French soil, During a first caucus in March 1919 in
Paris, they formed the American Legion. About a year later, in the US this time, the idea for a subsidiary honor society of the American legion was formed: “La Societe des Quarante Hommes et Huit Chevaux” (The
Spcoty of 40 men and 8 Horses) or simply the 40&8 Society. From a cattle transport to a symbol of the soldier’s toil, the 40&8 boxcars had now become a trait of American Culture.
The 40&8 Society still exists in the United States as a service organization (www.fortyandeight.org) and only
recently removed the need to be a Legion member to be a member of La Societe, although it is still by invitation.
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Ad Finem: A search for Archie
Jack Bates opcmh@telus.net
I begin this article by referring to excerpts below from a letter known as “AD FINEM.” This post WW 1 letter
was written likely around 1925 by Ronald while visiting Victoria but missing seeing his friend Arthur during
the visit, a returned soldier from Victoria, B.C. Ronald had a brother Archie who was seriously wounded and
whom Arthur carried to a dressing station during the Battle of Passchendaele in early November of 1917. Arthur is believed to have been a teen aged stretcher bearer in the 29 th Vancouver Battalion but Archie’s unit
remains a question. I hope that by reading excerpts from the letter it will help discover “who was Archie,”
that is what this quest is all about. Seemingly, Archie and his parents, brother Ronald and sister Claudine, resided in Toronto after WW 1; their surname remains unknown, and there was no other written correspondence found. They did perhaps have relatives living in Vancouver at the time.

I suppose TIME has softened bad memories of overseas, making you forget what you went
through. You were young when you went over and it must have impressed you so much. On!
Archie has told me all about what you did for him at Passchendaele. The poor boy can’t forget it,
and nor can we.
“You and Archie were always together, when you used to call at our place. Louise and Pat send
their regards to you, also “BOY.” Archie is always asking after you, although you do write to him
sometimes. Poor boy, he can hardly get around these days, we do all we can for him. Every now
and again he talks about the day you brought him from that German trench, about falling into a
shell hole, and you saying to him that he was going to Heaven, and Archie sure thought he was
too, the pain he was going through. He said, he asked if you were going to stick to him, even
after he was gone to Heaven, and you said to him “Ad Finem.” I thought that was grand. I know
what it means. He said you cried like a baby. He sure laughs when he thinks of you crawling out
to get something for him in the way of drink, and came back with a can of beans. He doesn’t remember anything after you lifted him up to take him the rest of the way on your back, until he
woke up in the dressing station. Sorry Arthur if I am writing about these happenings, but you understand I know, and he is our brother, and if it hadn’t been for you we would not have him with
us. We wonder what love you and he had for each other, he would have done the same thing for
you to. Archie always has your picture with him. He says that you were a nervous wreck, whilst
waiting in that shell hole, shell shock I think he called it. I saw the tears come to your eyes when
you and he met again in Toronto in 1920.”
“Love and regards from us all. Archie wasn’t with us on this trip, he was unable to move, poor
boy. So we must hurry back to him.”
Bye, bye, till next time.
Your dear friend, Ronald.
P.S. And don’t forget AD FINEM (You said that to Archie….OUT THERE.)
I’m sure there are many stories of incidents like this which come to the surface often as time goes on, estates
are settled, and people reveal letters because as we all have found out, the veterans were reluctant to talk
about the war, and likely for good reason. Commemorative monuments emerged all across the country after
the war in every city and town dedicated to the memory of loved ones, the brave souls that didn’t return and
also to those who did and carried on, deservedly so. I would like to perpetuate the memory of them, as they
gave their all. If by any chance after reading this article you have occasion to recall this story or are interested enough to search for Archie and his family, please contact me as above…..”Ad Finem” .
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Silent Death from Above
French aviators dropped the arrows or Flechettes which when released on an unsuspecting soldier could
piece his body from head to foot. Described in The War Illustrated on 23rd January 1915: "They are pieces of
steel rod about six inches long, sharpened at one end like a pencil, and with the four and a half inches or so
at the other end machined out so that the whole thing has the section of a cross...which is, of course, very
much lighter than the front end, and so acts just as a feather of an arrow."
The steel arrows were packed in boxes of 500 and placed over a hole in the floor of the aircraft. When over
the target the flechettes were released in a stream, simply by pulling a string! When they hit the ground, the
arrows covered an area of about fifty yards by ten yards.
In 1915, Mr. C. G. Grey the editor of The Aeroplane commented, "A friend of mine was at the military aerodrome at St. Cyr some little time ago, when some of these arrows were being tested, with an unfortunate
cow as the enemy, about three arrows struck the cow, and went clean through her into the ground, after
which the cow died quite suddenly.’
According to The War Illustrated, the Royal Flying Corps refused to use flechettes against the Germans because, "Our aviators think arrow-dropping dirty work…because the enemy cannot hear the things coming,
and because they make such nasty wounds. Also it was not possible to drop them with sufficient accuracy."
The paper then conceded, "nevertheless against cavalry or infantry in any thing like close formation they certainly are effective, as the French have proved."
The editor of The Aeroplane also told his readers about a "German surgical paper", which had devoted a long
article about the effect of the flechette on troops. The report said. "If one hits a man on the head it will go
straight through his helmet into his brain." However, just as fatal was a hit on the shoulder by one of the
steel arrows. The report continued, "it will probably glance off the shoulder blade and go straight through the
lungs, and get mixed up with other parts of the anatomy."
One German soldier, who had been on the receiving end of a steel arrow attack said, "that if there was any
arrow-dropping going on it was actually safer to be flat on the ground, because although one covers a greater
area the area the arrow which does hit home will have less chance of going through several organs."
In early 1915, Mr Grey said that in view of the uncertainly of hitting a man with the much larger missile, the
bomb, it was hardly likely that the flechette will prove a weapon of "any serious consequence in the war." As
the conflict progressed, little more
was heard of the flechette. However,
its use was recorded on a postcard
by an artist’s impression.
Did the French drop flechettes on
German troops in August 1914?
There were reports that during the
retreat from Mons British soldiers
had seen "dead Prussians wounded
by arrows…on the battlefield." If the
stories were believed, they would
certainly have added credence to
Machen’s tale of The Bowmen and
the subsequent story of The Angels
of Mons
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To ensure enough food for American service men, the US Government promoted home gardening as a
patriotic gesture that would also support those on the home front contending with food rationing.
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